Hello everyone,
***Flash News: I will be speaking at all events of the Crimes
Against Humanity Tour USA***
I had a busy week with several interviews and presentations,
available on my website under Dr. Judy Shares / Video Library.
I wanted to highlight one of this week’s presentations, because I
cannot emphasize enough the clear and present danger we are
facing with attempted mandates of faulty, fraudulent and liability
free products, as well as the suppression of scientiﬁc facts by
utterly corrupt agencies and people in positions of power.

I had a chance to speak to Dr. Reiner Fuellmich and Viviane
Fischer who are tirelessly ﬁghting for humanity, not only in Germany
but internationally as well. Dr. Reiner Fuellmich is a trial lawyer of
27 years, licensed to practice law in Germany and California, who
took on some of the most corrupt players in our world and sued
them in a multi-million dollar bribery case. If anyone has the guts
and stamina to lead this ﬁght for humanity it is him with his team!
Click here to learn more about Reiner Fuellmich’s work.
Check also his Organization: Corona Investigative Committee
because he has an extensive library of past interviews worth
watching and sharing.
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Product of the Week
ULTRABINDER

Buy now

Last week I spoke to you about the importance of feeding your
body organic, wholesome and healthy foods. Today I want to focus
on an often underestimated aspect of great immunity and optimal
wellbeing: The daily elimination of toxins.
It plays a vital role in anyone's healthy immune system. While often
the focus is placed on the input of nutrition, supplements and
wellness protocols, there should be an equal amount of focus on
the output part: The detox pathways.
My favorite tool in my toolbox is the Ultra Binder by Quicksilver
Scientiﬁc.
“There is no one binder that can eliminate all toxins. Many binders
‘miss’ key toxins and allow for their recirculation. Ours binds to and
helps remove a wide array of toxins in the GI for smoother, more
thorough detox.” (Quicksilver Scientiﬁc product description)
We always encounter many toxins going throughout our day even if
we are careful to avoid them. It is important to make wise choices
for any of the products you use in your home, as your skincare
routine, consumption of food and water as well as what you feed
your mind with.
If you are already mindful to feed yourself quality foods and treat
your body like the God given temple that it is, the best support you
can give yourself in the process is a “catch all” product that is easy
to use and gentle on your body.
Ultra Binder comes in various forms: As capsules, as convenient
to go sticks and as a powder to mix in liquid. Whichever form you
prefer, rest assured the Ultra Binder will safely carry our the debris
and unwanted gunk your body doesn’t need any longer.
I will continue to update my website so stay tuned for more ways to
step into a “healthy, new you” you will love and enjoy.
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All the best of health,
Judy A Mikovits, PhD
CEO DrJ Solution
therealdrJudy.com
plaguethebook.com

Videos of the Week
VIDEO 1 on Rumble:
The COVID-19 Vaccines
Are Poison Shots
VIDEO 2 on Rumble:
What to Do: If You Have
Already Taken the
COVID-19 Vaccine?

World renowned scientist Dr. Judy
A. Mikovits, speaking at the
ReAwaken America Tour
February 18 and 19, 2022
in Canton, OH.
Slideshow (PDF) presented at the
Canton, OH conference

Dr Judy's Upcoming
Public Appearances
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Buy Now

Shop Cardio Miracle now. 15% off + free shipping!
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NO MORE SHOTS, EVER! THIS IS WHY!

PS: You have probably seen other websites with my name and image
selling books and purporting my endorsement of supplements. These sites
are fake! They are profiting off the hard work that I spent decades
performing scientific research.

To get the REAL truth, bookmark these official sites:

The Real Dr. Judy
Plague the Book
Thank you all so much for your support!
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